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Abstract 
In this paper vertex-reductions of snarks are considered. Each reduction aturally divides the 
class of snarks into three classes. The first class contains those snarks which are not reducible 
to a snark. The second contains those which are not reducible to a 3-colorable graph and the 
third one consists of the snarks which are reducible to a snark as well as to a 3-colorable graph. 
We distinguish three kinds of vertex-reductions according to the distance between the vertices 
used for the reduction. We give several characterizations of the induced classes, and we give 
structural characterizations i  terms of 2-factors. 
We construct infinite families of snarks belonging to a certain class and analyze the relations 
between the classes. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we are using standard terminology and notation of graph 
theory. We consider proper edge colorings of 3-regular graphs. The set of 3-regular 
graphs is divided into two classes by a famous theorem of Vizing which states that 
each simple loopless graph is edge-colorable with A or A + 1 colors, see e.g. [8]. Class 
I contains the 3-colorable graphs and class II the graphs with chromatic index 4. In 
[14] the graphs of  class I are called colorable and the graphs of  class II are called 
uncolorable. Uncolorable graphs are of  great interest, since if there are counterexamples 
to some hard conjectures, e.g. Tutte's 5-Flow Conjecture, the Cycle Double Cover 
Conjecture (CDCC) (see e.g. [15,16]), then they must be uncolorable. 
Gardner [9] proposed calling nontrivial uncolorable graphs snarks. However, it is not 
clear what is 'nontrivial'.  The general opinion seems to be that a 'nontrivial' snark is 
not reducible to a smaller snark by a well defined reduction. This topic has attracted 
considerable discussion in the literature and different types of reductions have been 
investigated, see e.g. [4,9, 10,14,19]. In none of  these papers are structural characteri- 
zations of  the irreducible snarks given. 
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As proposed in [24,25] another approach is to focus on the structure of snarks, 
leaving the definition of a snark as broad as possible, and to find a recursive description 
of  snarks. 
We pursue this approach and consider vertex-reductions of snarks. We define a 
snark to be a connected, bridgeless, simple, uncolorable cubic graph. Let G and G t 
be cubic graphs. We say that G is vertex-reducible to G ~ if G t can be obtained from 
G by removing two vertices together with all incident edges from G and adding an 
appropriate number of  edges to restore 3-regularity. 
This reduction divides the class of  snarks, denoted with f¢, into three classes. 
~3 := {G I G E f# A G is not vertex-reducible to a snark}, 
5P := {G ] G E f# A G is not vertex-reducible to a colorable graph}, 
~ := ~\ ( .~u~) .  
The class ~ is the base. Its elements are in a sense the most fundamental snarks 
because none of them is vertex-reducible to a smaller snark. The class S~ consists of 
strong snarks, that is snarks where no vertex-reduction destroys the property of  being 
snark. The class cg consists of  snarks which are vertex-reducible to a snark as well 
as to a colorable graph. One aim of this paper is to give characterizations of these 
classes, in particular we give structural characterizations in terms of 2-factors. 
We distinguish three kinds of  vertex-reductions of cubic graphs. For i = 1,2 we say 
G is (distance) i-reducible to G p if it is vertex-reducible to G ~ by removing two vertices 
v and w with de(v, w)= i. A graph G is (distance) 3-reducible to G ~ if it is vertex- 
reducible to G ~ by removing two vertices v and w with de(v, w)~> 3. 1-reductions are 
also called edge-reductions. The classes ~i, ~i and 5eg are defined as ~,  ~ and 5 e 
with respect o /-reductions, for i = 1,2, 3, and therefore 
~=~1N~2 N~3, ~ = ~5~'1N ~P2 n ~3 . 
It is natural to consider edge-reductions of snarks since each bridgeless 3-regular graph 
G ~ K4 can be reduced to a smaller bridgeless 3-regular graph by removing two adja- 
cent vertices or by removing a square with a diagonal edge and restoring 3-regularity, 
see [1]. Edge-reductions are also directly related to Tutte's conjecture that every snark 
contains a subgraph contractible to the Petersen graph, see e.g. [25]. 
In Section 2 we introduce the color number c(G) of a graph G, the minimal cardi- 
nality of  a color class of  G. This invariant of a graph is a useful tool for proofs of  the 
characterization theorems which are given in Section 3. In Section 4 we investigate the 
relations between the classes and we deduce further structural properties for elements 
of  the classes. We also construct infinite families of  snarks belonging to a certain class. 
Our results imply that Tutte's 5-Flow Conjecture and the CDCC are true for snarks 
which are vertex-reducible to a colorable graph, i.e. snarks from M U off, cf. [12, 13,16]. 
Another consequence is, if there is a minimal counterexample G to one of these two 
conjectures then z'(G - F)  =4,  where F is a set of  two vertices or the vertices of a 
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path of length smaller than 5 or F is a k-edge cut and k ~< 5. These results improve a 
partial result of Celmins, cf. [15]. He proved that each graph obtained from a minimal 
counterexample to the CDCC by an edge-deletion has chromatic index four. Edge- 
deletion is a special kind of 1-reduction. 
2. 4-Colorings 
We start with stating the Parity Lemma [2, 6], which is a very useful tool for proofs 
in the field of uncolorable graphs. 
Lemma 2.1 (Parity Lemma). Let G be a cubic graph that has been 3-colored with 
colors 1,2 and 3. I f  a cutset consisting of n edges contains n i edges of color i, for 
i=  1,2,3, then nj =-n2 =-n3 =n(mod2) .  
Let G be a graph with A(G) = 3. Each 4-coloring 7 : EG ~ {1 . . . . .  4} of G partitions 
EG into color classes y - l ( / ) :=  {ele  E EG A y(e )= i} ,  i = 1 . . . . .  4. We define the color 
number c(G) of G to be 
c(G) := min{ ] 7- J (i) ] ] Y is a 4-coloring of G A i C { 1 . . . . .  4} }. 
Uncolorable graphs are cubic and hence the Parity Lemma implies that c(G)>~2 for 
such graphs G. A 4-coloring y of G with ] y - l ( i )  ] = c(G) for an i C {1 . . . . .  4} is called 
a minimal 4-coloring of G. 
Without loss of generality we will always let y - l (4 )  be a minimal color class of the 
4-coloring under consideration. 
Let 7 be a minimal 4-coloring of an uncolorable graph G. We define for i = 1,2, 3 
the subsets H/ of 7-1(4) as follows: eEHi if and only if exactly two of the edges 
incident with e are colored i. It is easy to see that Hi AHj = ~ if i ~ j ,  and y - l (4 )= 
Hi U H2U H3. 
Lemma 2.2. Let 7 be a minimal 4-coloring of an uncolorable graph G with minimal 
color class 7-1(4)=H1UH2UH3. Then IH1 l-1/421- 1/43t =c(G) (mod2) .  
Proof. Let 7 -1 (4)= {el,e2 . . . . .  en}, with ei = 1)iWi for i = 1 . . . . .  n. For each i, subdivide 
ei by a new vertex ui and add a dangling edge f i  on ui. I f  ei E Ha we color nil) i and 
uiwi in an appropriate way with colors b and c and f ,  with color a. Then the set of 
dangling edges f i  forms a cut set of a colorable graph, e.g. if we join this graph to a 
copy of itself, colored in the same way. Thus the proposition follows from the Parity 
Lemma directly. [] 
For a graph G and colors a,b we define an (a,b)-path to be a path in G whose 
edges are colored with colors a and b alternately. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let 7-1(4)=Hi  UH2UH3 be a minimal color class of an uncolorable 
graph and e = vw E Ha. Then there is a (b, c)-path from v to w. 
Proofi Consider the (b,c)-path starting from v, consisting of  the edges el,e2 . . . . .  en. 
Clearly, en is adjacent o an edge e~E 7-1(4). With no loss of generality we assume 
that el is colored b. Suppose e~:~ e. Then we color e with b, el with c, e2 with b 
and so on up to en. But this is a 4-coloring 7' of G with ]7'-1(4)] <c(G),  a contra- 
diction. [] 
Let e = vw be the edge of Lemma 2.3, then e together with the (b, c)-path from v 
to w forms a cycle Ce of odd length in G. We will say that e admits cycle C~. Let 
S and S' be two disjoint subgraphs of  G. We define the distance d6(S,S') between S 
and S' in G to be the number of edges of a shortest path between S and S' in G. 
Lemma 2.4. Let el and e2 be two different edges of a minimal color class 7-1(4) of 
an uncolorable graph G. Then C~, and Ce: are disjoint. 
ProoL Let el =vlwl EH1. By the definition of  Ce, the edges of this cycle, different 
from el, are colored 3 and 2 alternately. I f  e2 E Hi then the edges of  Ce2, different 
from e2, are also colored 3 and 2 alternately. All the edges incident to Ce, or Ce~ are 
colored 1. Therefore, these cycles are disjoint. If e2 = v2w2 f[Hl, say e2 E H2, then the 
edges of  Ce: which are different from e2 are colored 3 and 1 alternately. 
Suppose there is an edge e E ECe, M ECe2. Then e1 ~ Ce2, since el E ECe2 -e2 implies 
7(el )~  4, a contradiction. Thus there is an edge e E EC~, M ECe, with minimal distance 
to el in Ce,, and 7(e)= 3. If e and e2 are nonadjacent then we obtain another minimal 
coloring 7' of  G by coloring e with color 4, el with 2 or 3, and interchanging colors 
2 and 3 on the edges of  a minimal path in Ce, connecting el and e. 
No edge of C~ 2 which is different from e is involved in this process. Therefore 2 E//2 
and hence there is no (3, 1 )-path from v2 to w2 in G. This contradicts Lemma 2.3 since 
7' is a minimal coloring of  G. I f  e is adjacent o e2, we recolor e with color 4 and e2 
with color 3. Then there is no (2,3)-path from vl to wl, again contradicting Lemma 
2.3. [] 
Let G be a cubic graph and let o ~ be a 2-factor of G. We denote the complementary 
1-factor of  ~ with Y .  Let o~(G) be the number of  odd cycles in ~-. The order of  
a cubic graph is even and hence o~(G) is even. I f  o~- (G)=0 we say ~ is an even 
2-factor of G. I f  o~(G) = m we denote the odd cycles of  ~ with Ui ~, U~  . . . . .  Um z. 
We omit the superscript if there is no possibility of  confusion. We define the oddness 
og(G) of  G to be 
~o(G) := min{o~(G) l  ~ is a 2-factor of G}. 
Let ~ be a 2-factor of  a cubic graph G. We say that a 4-coloring 7,~ is induced 
by ~ if it colors precisely one edge of each odd cycle of o ~ with color 4, all the 
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other edges of these and the even cycles with colors 2 and 3 alternately, and the edges 
of the complementary 1-factor with color 1. Every 2-factor ~ induces a 4-coloring 
y.~, therefore c(G)<~o(G). On the other hand, let G be a snark with c(G)=n even 
and y -x (4) :Ha  : {el . . . . .  e,}. Then Cel  . . . .  Ce. together with the (b,c)-cycles form a 
2-factor of G with precisely n odd cycles. This 2-factor is said to be induced by 7 and 
it is denoted by ~; .  
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a cubic graph G. Then og(G)= 2 if and only if c(G)= 2. 
Proof. Clearly 7.~ is a 4-coloring of G with 7~-1(4)=2. Thus c(G)=2.  Lemma 2.2 
implies ),-1(4)=Ha. Therefore ~-7 contains precisely two odd cycles. [] 
We shall show that there are snarks G with c(G)<og(G). A graph G with A(G)=k 
(k ~> 1 ) is called k-critical if z'(G) = k+ 1 and z~(G-e) <z' (G)  for every edge e of G. 
Take three copies P1, P2, P3 of the Petersen graph P. Let 7i be a minimal coloring of Pi 
and f i  and ei = 1)iwi be the edges of a minimal color class y71(4), i = 1,2,3. Because 
of Lemma 2.2 we may assume y71(4) :Hi ,  for i = 1,2,3. Add dangling edges to vi 
and wi in Pi - el. These dangling edges can be colored with colors b and c if ei C Ha. 
Thus exactly two of these six dangling edges of these three graphs are colored a, for 
each a E { 1,2, 3}. Identifying pairs of equally colored dangling edges yields a cubic 
graph G and a 4-coloring ~ of it such that ~-1(4)= {f l , f2 , f3} .  Therefore c(G)~<3. 
But G contains three disjoint copies of P -  v which is 3-critical. Thus c(G)=3.  
Since ~o(G) is even and greater or equal to c(G) it follows that o9(G)>c(G). In fact 
~o(G) =4. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G : (V ,E )  be a cubic graph and Vl . . . . .  v~ c V. I f  G -  {Vl . . . . .  v,} is 
3-colorable then c( G) <~ n. 
Proof. Let y be a 3-coloring of Go = G-  {vl . . . . .  vn}. Reconstruct G by constructing 
a sequence of graphs G1 . . . . .  Gn such that for l<<.i<~n Gi is obtained from Gi-1 as 
follows. Add vertex vi and let Ni be the set of vertices of G - {vi .... ,v,} which are 
neighbors of vi in G. Add a dangling edge to each vertex of Ni to obtain a graph G[. 
Clearly, each 4-coloring 7i-1 of Gi-1 can  be extended to G[ such that the dangling 
edges are colored 1,2 or 3. If IN, I E {0, 1,2} then it can be extended to a 4-coloring 
of Gi and c(Gi)~c(Gi-l)-k-1. Let [Ni 1=3. 
Case 1: It is possible to color one of the dangling edges with a color different from 
the color(s) of the other two edges. If at most two vertices of Ni are adjacent o an 
edge colored 4 then there is a proper 4-coloring of Gi which colors at most one edge 
incident to vi with color 4. If all vertices of Ni are adjacent o an edge colored 4 
then each of these vertices has degree two in G i_ 1, since otherwise the edge could be 
colored with a color different from 4. If two of the remaining three edges incident o 
vertices of N~ are colored differently then the edges incident o v~ can be colored with 
colors 1, 2 and 3. If these edges have received the same color, say 1, then there is 
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(1,2)-path in Gi-I starting at a vertex of  Ni which does not end in Ni. Interchanging 
colors 1 and 2 in this path yields the case above. Therefore c(Gi)<~c(Gi_l)q- 1 in 
these cases. 
Case 2: All dangling edges necessarily received the same color, say color 1. Then 
there is a (1,2)-path in Gi-! starting in one vertex of  Ni and whose end vertex is 
not in Ni. Interchanging colors 1 and 2 along this path yields case 1. Thus, for each 
1 <~i<~n there is a 4-coloring of Gi if there is one of Gi-i and c(Gi)<~c(Gi_ l)+ 1. 
Since c (G0)=0 and G,=G the statement is proved. [] 
Let G be a snark. We denote by v(G) the minimal number of vertices which have 
to be removed from G to obtain a graph with chromatic index 3. 
Theorem 2.7. Let G be a snark, then c(G) = v(G), and there are c(G) pairwise non- 
adjacent vertices vl . . . . .  veto) such that G-  {vl . . . . .  Vc~O)} is 3-colorable. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that c(G)<<.v(G). Let 7-1(4) be a minimal color 
class. The removal of  n vertices vl . . . . .  vn, each of them incident to exactly one 
edge of 7-1(4), yields a graph with chromatic index 3. Thus v(G)<<.c(G) and hence 
c(G)=v(G) .  Let ei----:-viwiE7-1(4), i=1 ,2 ,  and assume Vl is adjacent to v2. Thus 
dG(Ce,, Ce2)= 1 and hence el,e2 E Ha. Then either there is vw E 7-1(4) and v is ad- 
jacent to w2 or there is no such vertex. In the first case it follows that vw c Ha, 
too. NOW it is easy to see that the given 4-coloring can be modified locally such 
that VlWl,VWET~-l(4), VlV2 is colored b, v2w2 is colored a and w2v is colored c. 
Thus 17'-1(4)1 <c(G),  a contradiction. Therefore w2 can be substituted for v2 in 
any case. [] 
Theorem 2.8. Let G=(V,E)  be a snark and let F C E be an k-edge cut. I f  z~(G - 
F)=3 then c(G)<~ [~J. 
Proof. Let F= {el . . . . .  ek} and let G -F  be 3-colored. Reconstruct G from G-  F 
by adding the edges of F. We will extend the 3-coloring of  G - F to a 4-coloring 
7 of  G. We color each e E F with color 1,2 or 3, if this is possible, and we color it 
4 otherwise. We split 7-1(4) into two parts A and B according as an edge e does or 
does not admit cycle Ce. Recall that e E Ha admits cycle Ce if there is (b, c)-path in G 
with terminal ends in e. I f  7 is a minimal 4-coloring then Lemma 2.4 implies B = 0. 
That is, each e C 7-1(4) is contained in a cycle Ce which contains exactly one edge of 
7-1(4) and at least two edges of F. Thus 17-1(4)[ ~< L~J. 
I f  7 is not a minimal 4-coloring then there is ei, = vi, wi, E B, say ei, E Hi. Further 
there is ei2 EB (ei, ¢ei2) and there is a (3,2)-path pl starting in vi~ which ends at a 
vertex incident to ei2. Interchanging colors 2 and 3 in Pl allows us to color el, with 
color 2 or 3. I f  this change of the coloring allows us to color another edge of 7-1(4) 
with color 2 or 3 we will change the color of  this edge, too. Thus we obtain a new 
4-coloring y' of  G with 7 ' -1(4)C7-1(4) .  Let A ~ and B' be defined as A and B with 
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respect o y'. Then A C A' and B' C B. Eventually we obtain a 4-coloring 7" of G with 
7" - ' (4 )CF  and B* =0. As above it follows that ]y*-'(4)]~< L~J. [] 
Isaacs [14] proved that there are cyclically 4-edge connected snarks of order n for 
each n E {2klk = 5 or k~>9}. The following theorem strengthens I aacs' result. For its 
proof we need the dot product of two snarks, a construction which was introduced also 
by Isaacs in [14]. 
The dot product G1 • G2 of two snarks Gl, G2 yields a new snark which is cyclically 
4-edge connected and has girth at least 5 if G1 and G2 have this property. It is defined 
as follows. 
1. Take Gt1 = G1 - {ab, cd}, where ab, cd are two nonadjacent edges of G1 ; 
2. Take G~ = G2 - {x, y}, where x, y are adjacent vertices in G2; 
3. Let w,z and u, v be the other neighbors of x and y in G2, respectively. Then G1-G2 
is the graph G=(V,E)  with V= VG' 1 tA VG~ and E=EG'  1UEG~U{aw, bz, cu, dv}. 
Theorem 2.9. For each n E {2k ] k = 5 or k >1 9}, there is a cyclically 4-edge connected 
snark G of order n with girth 5 and c(G)= og(G)= 2. 
Proof. It is well known that there are such snarks of order 10, 18, 20, 22 and 24, 
cf. [3,25]. Let G be a cyclically 4-edge connected snark of order m with girth 5 and 
c(G)=2.  Let e* =xy be an edge colored 1 by a minimal 4-coloring of G and which 
is not adjacent to an edge of the minimal color class 7-1(4)= {e, et}. 
Let the Petersen graph P be minimally 4-colored and let el = ab and e2 = cd be the 
edges of the minimal color class. Without loss of generality let {el,e2} =Hi .  
Now let G' = (V' ,E')  be the dot product of G and P such that V' = VG\ {x, y} t3 VP 
and E' = E( G - {x, y} ) U EP\  {el, e2 } t3 {aw, bz, cu, dr}, where the neighbors of x and 
y in G are denoted as in the above definition of the dot product. 
The colorings of G and P can be arranged in such a way to obtain a 4-coloring y' 
of G' such that y'-1(4) = {e, e'} and 7'(aw) = 7'(cu) = 3 and y'(bz) = 7'(dr) = 2. G' is 
of order m + 8. Using this construction cyclically 4-edge connected snarks with girth 
5 and oddness 2 can be constructed for each even n >~26. [] 
3. Characterizations of the induced classes 
Theorem 3.1. For each snark G and each edge e = vw E EG the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) z'(G - {v,w})=3; 
(ii) Edge e is not contained in a triangle, square or 2-edge cut of G, and G is 
1-reducible to a colorable graph by removing v and w; 
(iii) There is a 2-factor ~ of G with exactly two odd cycles connected by e; 
(iv) Edge e is not contained in a triangle, square or 2-edge cut of  G, and each graph 
to which G is 1-reducible by removin 9 v and w is colorable. 
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Proof. ((i) => (ii)): I f  e is contained in a triangle, square or 2-edge cut then it follows 
from the Parity Lemma that any coloring of G - {v, w} is extendable to a coloring of 
G. Thus this could not be the case. Therefore the neighbors of v and w are pairwise 
different and they have degree 2 in G-{v ,  w}. Add at any vertex of degree 2 a dangling 
edge and extend the coloring to these edges. Again by the Parity Lemma each color 
occurs an even number of times. Thus G - {v, w} can be extended to a colorable graph 
by adding two edges. 
((ii) =~ (iii)): Let G be l-reducible to a colorable graph G ~ by removing v and w. 
Let vl,v2 ¢w and Wl,W2 ~ V be the other neighbors of v and w, respectively. Since 
vl, v2, w~, w2 are pairwise different G ~ contains edges el = v~ v2, e2 = w]w 2 or el ----- vt wl, 
e2-~ Vzw2 or el = VlW2, e2 = v2w]. In any case these edges are contained in cycles C1 
and C2 of an even 2-factor of G'. Then C1 ¢ C2 in the first case and C1 =-C2 in 
the second and third; since otherwise the reconstruction of G from G t yields an even 
2-factor of G. Thus the reconstruction of G from G ~ yields a 2-factor Y of G with 
exactly two odd cycles connected by vw. 
((iii) =~ (iv)): Let Ul, U2 be the two odd cycles of g ,  and let v E U1, w E/-/2. It is 
easy to see that e -- vw cannot be an edge of a triangle or a square. If  it is contained in 
a 2-edge cut {e,e ~} of G whose removal divides G in two parts G1, G2, then e~E ~,  
too. Let e' = Vtl v~ and vi, v~ E VGi for i = 1,2. But then G1 + v~ v~ is a 3-regular graph 
of odd order, a contradiction. 
Now it does not matter how we join the neighbors of v and w to restore 3-regularity. 
In any case we obtain a graph G t and an even 2-factor of it. Thus G t is colorable. 
((iv) =~ (i)): Trivial. [] 
Let ~ and ~~ be two 2-factors of a graph G both with exactly two odd cycles. 
We say that ~,~ and ~ are different if their odd cycles are pairwise different. 
Theorem 3.2. For each snark G the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) GE~;  
(ii) G is cyclically 4-edge connected, girth(G)>~ 5 and for each e c EG there are two 
different 2-factors o f  G with exactly two odd cycles connected by e; 
(iii) G is cyclically 4-edge connected, girth(G)>~ 5 and x~(G - {v ,w})=3,  for  each 
e = vw E EG. 
Proof. ((i) ~ (ii)): It follows from Theorem 3.1(ii) that G is 3-edge connected, 
girth(G)~>5 and that for each edge e there is a 2-factor ~ of G with exactly two odd 
cycles connected by e. 
First we show that G is cyclically 4-edge connected. Suppose there is a 3-edge cut 
E3 of G whose removal divides G into two components. Both components contain 
a cycle. Let Gl and (:72 be the graphs obtained from G by contracting the first and 
the second component o a single vertex, respectively. Isaacs [14] showed one of 
Gl and G2 is a snark. Since each component contains a cycle of length />5 G is 
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1-reducible to graphs G' 1 and G~ by removing two adjacent vertices from the first and 
the second component, respectively. Note that we can choose the adjacent vertices in 
the components such that they are not adjacent o an edge of E3. In both graphs E3 
is still a 3-edge cut and both graphs are colorable, since G E ~1. But this implies G1 
and G2 are colorable, a contradiction. 
We now show that there is a second 2-factor ~ '  with exactly two odd cycles which 
are connected by e and which is different from ~.  Assume that 7,~ colors e with color 
1 and the edges of cycles Ui ~ and U2 ~ adjacent o e with colors 4 and 2, respectively, 
and it colors the remaining edges of these two cycles with colors 2 and 3 alternately. 
Let 7 be that 4-coloring of G which colors all edges different from e as 7.~ and 
7(e) = 3. Then ~,  contains exactly two odd cycles which are connected by e and the 
odd cycles of Y;, and ~ are pairwise different. 
((ii) ~ (iii)): There is a 4-coloring of G which colors exactly two edges with the 
fourth color and one is incident to v and the other to w. 
((iii) ~ (i)): This follows from Theorem 3.1 directly. [] 
Theorem 3.3. For each snark G the followin 9 statements are equivalent: 
(i) G E ,~l; 
(ii) For all 2-factors ~ of G: I f  o.~(G)=2 then d6(Ui~,U~)>~3; 
(iii) z ' (G - {Vl, v2, V3 }) = 4, for any three vertices vl, v2, v3 of a path of length 2. 
Proof. ((i) ~ (ii)): It follows from Theorem 3.1(ii) that each edge e is contained 
in a 2-edge cut or it is contained in a cycle of length ~<4 or for all 2-factors ~ of 
G it holds that: I f  o~(G)=2 then e does not connect Ui ~ and Ui ~. Thus there is a 
coloring 7 with y - l (4 )= {el,el} =Ha and Ce, = Ui ~ and Ce2 = Ui ~- The edges of Cei 
are colored b and c alternately, i=  1,2. Thus dc(U~, Ui~)~>3. 
((ii) ~ (iii)): Assume there are three vertices vt,v2,v3 of a path of length 2 such 
that z'(G-{Vl,  v2, v3})= 3. If Vl and v3 are adjacent then G contains a triangle and the 
assumption implies that G is colorable. Thus vlv3 fIE, and hence five dangling edges 
can be added to G-  {Vl,V2,v3} and the coloring can be extended to these edges. By 
the Parity Lemma three of these five dangling edges receive the same color and each 
of the two remaining edges receive one of the other two colors. Thus, if we extend 
this coloring to G the two edges incident o Vl or v3 are colored with different colors. 
Therefore this coloring can be extended to a coloring of G or to a 4-coloring which 
colors exactly two edges el,e2 with the fourth color and dG(el,e2)= 1. Hence G is 
colorable or it has a 2-factor with exactly two odd cycles which are connected by an 
edge, a contradiction. 
((iii) => (i)): trivial. [] 
The class ~1 is characterized by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
Theorem 3.4. (i) ~ ,  =~2,  (ii) '~1 ~---'~2, (iii) Cgl =c~2. 
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Proof. We first show 
Claim 1. I f  a snark G contains a 2-edye cut then it is 2-reducible to a snark. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let e = vw and e r = v'w r be the edges of a 2-edge cut of G, and 
let G-{e ,e  p} consist of the components Gv and Gw with v,v'E VGv and w,w'E VGw. 
Clearly, in each component there are two vertices with distance 2. Assume G is 2- 
reducible by removing these vertices. If  all the graphs obtained from G by such a 
2-reduction are colorable, then G~, + {vv'} and Gw + {ww'} are colorable. This implies 
that G is colorable, see [14]. Contrary to our assumption that G is a snark. 
Now we have to consider the case when G is not 2-reducible to a simple graph by 
removing two vertices of one of the components, ay Gw. This implies that Gw is a 
square with a diagonal edge. Remove v and a vertex incident to the diagonal edge. To 
restore 3-regularity we join the two vertices of the square which are not adjacent in G. 
The two vertices of Gw which do not have degree 3 yet are joined with the neighbors 
of v. Each coloring of this graph can be extended to a coloring of G. Thus it is not 
colorable. 
Claim 2. I f  a snark contains a triangle or a square then it & 2-reducible to a snark. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let e = vu E EG and let /31,1)2 and Ul,U 2 be the other neighbors of 
v and u, respectively. 
Suppose e is contained in a triangle, that is vl = ux. By Claim 1 we may assume 
that G is 3-edge connected. Therefore, v2 ~ u2, VlV2, VlU2 f[EG and da(u, v2)= 2. Let 
v~ and v~ t be the other neighbors of v2. Then G is 2-reducible to G' =(G-  {u, v2})+ 
{v~2v, )~v, u2vl } which is a simple, bridgeless graph. Any coloring of G' is extendable 
to a coloring of G, contrary to our assumption that G is a snark. Thus G contains no 
triangle. 
Suppose e is contained in a square. With no loss of generality we may assume 
I)IU 1 EEG. Then G'=-(G-{U,  Vl})W{v~v, ulv, ulu2} is simple and bridgeless, where 
vrl is the other neighbor of vl. 
Let u' 1 be the other neighbor of ul, and assume there is a coloring 7' of G'. Let G" 
be the graph obtained from G' -{v ,  ul} by adding dangling edges f l ,  f2, f3, f4 to the 
vertices V'l, v2, u2, u' 1, respectively. Clearly, 7' can be extended to a coloring 7 of G" 
such that the dangling edges colored 1, 2 or 3. By the Parity Lemma each color appears 
an even number of times. If  7 ( f l )=7( f2 )  or 7(f j )=7( f4)  then 7 can be extended 
to a coloring of G, a contradiction. Thus 7(fl ) ¢ 7(f2) and ~(fl ) ¢ 7(f4)- Therefore, 
7(fl )=  7(f3) and 7( f2)= 7(f4). Let Y(fl )=  1 and 7(f2 )=  2. Then G" contains a (1,2)- 
path beginning in v' I . This path ends in one of {v2, u2, u~ }. In any case interchanging 
colors 1 and 2 along this path allows a coloring of G which colors f l  and f2 or fl 
and f3 with the same color. This yields the situation just discussed. 
Proof of MI=M2. (C_) Let GEM1 and let v, wE VG with dc(v,w)=2.  It 
follows from Theorem 3.2 that ]N(v)nN(w)]=l .  Let {u}=N(v)NN(w) ,  and let 
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vl,v2 and w1,w 2 be the other neighbors of v and w, respectively. Let G' obtained 
from G - {v,w} by joining u with one of {Vl,V2} and one of {wl,w2} and connecting 
the two remaining vertices, say G '= (G-  {v, w})t2 {v~u, WlU, vzw2}. For uw condition 
(ii) of Theorem 3.2 holds. Thus there is a 2-factor of G with exactly two odd cycles 
U1, U2 connected by uw such that u, v, v2 E VUI and w, wl, w2 E VU2. The remaining 
parts of Ui and U2 in G-  {v,w} are connected to an even cycle of an even 2-factor 
of G'. 
In all the other cases we argue analogously since condition (ii) of  Theorem 3.2 holds 
for vu, too. Thus each simple graph G', obtained from G by removing v and w has an 
even 2-factor and therefore G E ~2. 
(D) Let e = uv be an edge of G E Mz. Let ul,u2 and Vl,V2 be the other neighbors 
of u and v, respectively. Let v 1', v l'' be the neighbors of Vl. It follows from Claims 1 
and 2 that G is 3-edge connected and girth(G)~>5. The proof that G is cyclically 
4-edge connected is similar to the proof of this property in Theorem 3.2. Therefore 
G is 2-reducible to G' = (G - {u, Vl }) + {uluz, vv' 1, vv'l'} which is a simple, colorable 
graph. 
Let 7' be a coloring of G', then it follows that ~/(vv' 1 )--/: 7'(VV'l' ). After reconstructing 
G from G t we extend this coloring to a 4-coloring ? on G such that ?(uul ) = ?(VVl ) = 4, 
"I(UUz) = 7t(Ul UZ), 7(Vtl Vl ) : 7t(v~ V), 7(V~tVl ) = 7t(v~tv), and uv should be colored with 
a color different from 7(vvz),?(uuz) and 4. Thus e connects the two odd cycles of ,~'~.. 
Since e is chosen arbitrarily it follows from Theorem 3.2 that G E ~1. 
Proof  of  5el = 5P2. (C_) Let G £ :9°2. Then G is 2-reducible to a colorable graph G'. 
Hence there are three vertices u, v,w of a 2-path such that g ' (G-  {u, v ,w})= 3. Thus 
G ~ 5~1, by Theorem 3.3. 
(_D) Let G ~ ~9~1. Hence there is an edge e = vw such z ' (G-  {v ,w})= 3. Theorem 3.1 
implies that there is a 2-factor ~ with exactly two odd cycles which are connected by 
e. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 (ii) we infer that there is a second 2-factor ~ '  with 
exactly two odd cycles connected by e and which is different from ~.  Thus we may 
assume that at least one odd cycle of the two 2-factors has length /> 5, and we consider 
such a 2-factor Y of G with exactly two odd cycles UI, U2, v E VU1, w E VU2, and 
IVUz[ ~>5. Let Vl,V2 and Wl,W2 be the other neighbors of v and w, respectively, where 
vl ,vzE UI and wl ,wzE  (-/2. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that e is not contained in 
a cycle of length ~< 4, therefore do(v, wl ) -- 2. Let w 1', w l'' be the other neighbors of wl 
"E  J~. Vertex ' is adjacent o at most one of vl, vz, say vlw' 1 ~ EG. Then G and Wl w~ w 1 
is Z-reducible to G'= (G-  {v,w, })+ {VlW~, vzw, w'(w} which obviously has an even 
2-factor. Thus G ~ 5z2. 
By the definition of Call and (d2 and (i) and (ii) it follows that ~l = Cgz. [] 
We are now going to consider 3-reductions. The Petersen graph P is the only snark 
which has no two vertices with distance ~> 3. Therefore it is not 3-reducible. 
Theorem 3.5. For each snark G the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) G E 5~3; 
(ii) ~o(G) ~>4; 
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(iii) c(G) ~>3; 
(iv) z ' (G-  {v ,w})=4 for any two vertices v,w of G. 
Proof. ((i) ~ (ii)): Let ~ be a 2-factor of  G with exactly two odd cycles Ui and 
U2. We have to show that G ~ 6e3. We may assume that there are two vertices v C VUi 
and w C FU2 with dc(v,w)>~3. Because otherwise, if such vertices do not exist, then, 
since each vertex of  U1 is adjacent o at most one vertex of  U2, it is easy to see that 
[VU1 u VU2I~<10, and every vertex of  U1 is adjacent o a vertex of  U2. Thus ~ has 
no even cycle and G = P £ 5e3. 
Now let vl, v2, v3 and Wl, w2, w3 be the neighbors of v and w, respectively, such that 
v 1, v2 E VUI and wl, w2 E VU2. I f  v3 w3 £ EG then one of (G-  { v, w } )+ { v i w l, v2 w~, v3 w3 } 
and (G-{v,w})+{VlW2,V2Wl,V3w3} is simple and has an even 2-factor. Hence 
GEf~\Se3. Thus, if there are two vertices vE VU1 and wE VU2 with dG(V,W)>3 
or dG(v, w) = 3 and v3w3 (~ EG then we are done. 
We may assume that dG(x, y)~< 3 for all vertices x E VUI and y E VU2, and there 
are vertices vE VU1 and wE VU2 with dG(v,w)=3 and v3w3 EEG. Vertex v2 has at 
most one neighbor in U2, so we may assume v2w2 ~EG. Since .~- is a 1-factor of  
G it follows that vlv3,wlw3 (~EG. Thus, if v3w3 is an edge of an (even) cycle of ~,~ 
different from U1 and U2 then G is 3-reducible to (G-{v,w})+{vlv3,wlw3,v2w2} 
which is a simple graph with even 2-factor and we are done. 
We assume now that v3w3 is an edge of U~ or U2, say of U1. We claim that 
VG = VU1 U VU2. Otherwise, there is a vertex x of one of the odd cycles, say of  
U1, which has a neighbor in an even cycle of ~ .  It follows that dG(x,y)<~2 for all 
vertices y of  U2, since if dG(x,y)>~3 we are in one of the cases discussed above. 
Thus I VU21 ~2,  a contradiction. Since G is 3-regular, w3 has only one neighbor x3 
in Ua different from v3. Thus there is at most one vertex x in Ul with dG(w,x)= 3 
and w3x3 E EG. This implies I VU1 [ ~< 7. Since all neighbors of any vertex of U1 are 
elements of  VUI tA {wi,wz, w3} it follows that I VU2[ =3.  Therefore I VGI<~ 10 and 
hence G is no snark, since G contains two vertices v, with dG(v,w)=3 and therefore 
GeP.  
((ii) ~ (iii)): Follows directly from Lemma 2.5. 
((iii) =~ (iv)): Follows from Theorem 2.7. 
(iv) =~ (i)): Clearly, G -  {v, w} cannot become colorable by adding edges. [] 
It follows from Theorems 3.3-3.5 that 5e3 C_ ,5P1 = 5~2, and hence 
Corollary 3.6. ,~=5~3. 
Concerning the bases we are more interested in the structure of  M than in the struc- 
ture of  M3. From Theorem 3.2 we already know that the graphs of ~ are cyclically 
4-edge connected. So we restrict our attention to such graphs in the following charac- 
terization of  M3- In the following theorem we denote the neighbors of  vertices v and 
w with Vl,V2,v 3 and wl,w2, w3, respectively. 
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Theorem 3.7. For each cyclically 4-edge connected snark G ¢ P the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) GE~3;  
(ii) For any two vertices v, w E VG with d G( v, w) >t 3 and any vl E N ( v ) and Wl E N ( w ) 
with VlWl (~EG one of the following holds true: 
1. There is a 2-factor ~ of G with exactly two odd cycles U1, U2, such that 
v E U1, w E U2 and vvt, wwl E ~.  
2. Eel E {v2v3, w2w3 } 3e2 E {v2w2, v3w3} 3e3 E {v2w3,v3w2 } " I f  ( G - {v, w} ) + ei 
is simple, then it has an even 2-factor ~,  with ei E UcE.~ EC, for i = 1,2, 3. 
3. G - {v,w} has an even 2-factor. 
Proof. Let v and w be two vertices of  G with da(v,w)>~3 and VlW 1 q~EG. To restore 
3-regularity we have to add two new edges to (G-{v ,w})+ {vlwl}. Now there are 
three possibilities to obtain a 3-regular graph. We can add El = {VlWl, V2V3, WzW3} or 
E 2 = {VlWl,VzW2, V3w3} or  E 3 = {VlWl,V2W3, V3W2} to  (G  - {v ,w}) .  For  i ~- 1,2,3 let 
Gi=(G-{v ,w})+Ei .  As mentioned above at least one of the Gi's is simple. We 
consider the simple Gi's, and in the following we denote the edges of  Ei with el, e2, e3 
for each i=  1,2,3, where el =vlwl.  
((i) =~ (ii)): Each of the Gi's is colorable. Since G is a snark there is no coloring 
which colors el,e2 and e3 with three different colors for G2 and G3. I f  there is such 
a coloring for G1, we reconstruct G from G1 and extend the coloring to a 4-coloring 
7' such that 7'(vl v) = 7'(wl w) = a, 71(v2v) = b, 71(w2w) = e, and 7'(v3v) = 7'(w3w) = 4. 
The 2-factor ~:., contains exactly two odd cycles Cv~v and Cw3w. Furthermore vlv, wl 
w E ~. , .  Therefore condition 1 of (ii) is satisfied. 
I f  there is a coloring for one of the G;'s which colors el with color a and e2, e3 with 
color b we argue analogously. I f  there is a coloring for one of the Gi's which colors 
el,e2 and e3 with the same color, say a, then the set of  (b,c)-cycles is an even 2-factor 
of  G - {v, w}. Therefore condition 3 of (ii) is satisfied. Thus for each of G1, G2 and 
G3 there are only colorings ~;i such that 7 i (e l )  = a and one of e2 and e3, say e2, is also 
colored a and e3 is colored b. But then the set of  (b,c)-cycles is an even 2-factor in 
(G - {v,w}) + e3. Therefore condition 2 of  (ii) is satisfied. 
((ii) ~ (i)): Let G be 3-reducible to G' by removing vertices v and w. Clearly 
one neighbor, say vl, of  v must be adjacent o a neighbor, say wt, of  w in G', where 
UIW I q~EG. Thus G'=Gi for some iE {1,2,3}. 
If condition 1 is satisfied, then G' has an even 2-factor and therefore it is colorable. 
I f  condition 2 is satisfied then there is eEEi such that eCvlwl  and (G-{v ,w})+e 
has an even 2-factor ~-, with e E Uc~.~ EC. We color the edges of  the cycles of  
with colors b and c alternately, and the edges between these cycles with color a. Then 
the two edges which are added to (G-{v ,w})+e can be colored with color a and 
we get a coloring of G ¢. 
I f  condition 3 is satisfied, we color the edges of  the 2-factor ~ of G-  {v,w} 
with two colors alternately, and the edges of o~ with the third color. Then the edges, 
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added to G-{v ,w} to obtain G', can be colored with the third color. Thus G ~ is 
colorable. [] 
Now % is characterized by Theorems 3.5 and 3.7. 
4. Members of the classes and relationships between the classes 
In this section we use the results obtained in the preceding sections to investigate 
the structure of  the snarks of the classes. We also deal with relations between the 
classes, and we construct infinite families of  snarks belonging to a certain class. First 
we prove a sufficient condition for a snark to be vertex-reducible to a smaller snark. 
This condition applies to some cyclically 6-edge connected snarks. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be snark with girth at least 4 and let u, v, w be three vertices with 
pairwise disjoint neighborhoods. I f  there are three pairwise disjoint paths of length 2 
from the neighborhood of u to the neighborhood of w through the neighborhood of 
v, then G is vertex-reducible to a snark. 
Proof. Let ui, vi, wi, i=1 ,2 ,3 ,  be the three paths, where N(X)={xI ,x2,x3} for xE 
{u, v, w}. Remove u and w and add edges uiwi, i = 1,2, 3, to obtain a cubic graph G' 
which contains three triangles with vertices {ui, Vi, Wi}, i = 1,2,3. Assume y is a col- 
oring of  G'. It follows that 7(vvi)=7(uiwi), i= 1,2,3. But this implies that 7 can be 
extended to a coloring of  G, a contradiction. [] 
4.1. New properties of the flower snarks 
In this section new properties of Isaacs' flower snarks J2k+l, k~> 1 [14] are proved, 
and these results will be used later. These snarks have been studied very extensively, 
cf. [7,17,22], so our considerations are also of interest for their own sake. For k~> 1, 
the flower snark J2k+l has vertex set VJ2k+l = {ai, bi, ci, d i l i=  1,2 . . . . .  2k+ 1} and 
edge set EJ2k+l = {biai, bici, bidi; aiai+l; cidi+l; dici+l ] i = 1,2 . . . . .  2k + 1 }. The follow- 
ing lemma yields a construction of  the flower snarks and gives new insight into their 
structure. 
Lemma 4.2. Let P denote the Petersen graph. For each flower snark J2~+l, k C ~, 
there is a sequence k k k J2k+l, G1, G2, G3,J2k-l, G~ -1 .. . . .  G~,J3,P of snarks such that each 
graph of this sequence, different from J2k+l, is obtained by a vertex-reduction from 
its predecessor. 
Proof (By induction). Clearly, J3 is vertex-reducible to the Petersen graph by removing 
two vertices of  the inner triangle and restoring 3-regularity. Assume that the statement 
is shown for k and consider d2k+3. The vertices bl,b2,b3 satisfy the condition of 
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Lemma 4.1. Thus J2k+3 is reducible to a smaller snark G~ which contains three triangles 
with vertex sets {al,a2,a3}, {Cl,d2,c3} and {dl,c2,d3}. It is obvious that the graphs 
G2 k obtained from G~ by contracting one of these triangles to a vertex is not colorable. 
In the same way we obtain G3 k from G2 k. When we contract the triangle in G3 k to 
a single vertex we obtain J2k+l. Clearly each contraction of a triangle to a vertex can 
be described as a 1-reduction. [] 
We now prove a property which the flower snarks share with the Petersen graph. 
Theorem 4.3. The graph J2k+x -v  & 3-critical for every vertex v and for each k >~2. 
Proof. By computation can be verified that , /5 -  v and J7 -  v are 3-critical for any 
vertex v. This can also done by extensive case checking and we leave this part of  the 
proof to the reader. 
Let k~>4 and let v be a vertex of J2k+l. With no loss of  generality we may assume 
vC {al,bl,cl,dl}. Let e be an arbitrary edge of J2k+l -v .  Then there is 1 <~i<~2k+ 1 
such that e is incident with two vertices of {ai, bi, ci, di} or  it is incident with one 
vertex of  {ai, bi, ei, di} and to one of {ai+l, bi+l, ci+l, di+l }, where the indices are added 
modulo 2k + 1. 
In any case there is m such that i<m and m+2<2k÷ 1 or 1 <m and m+2<i .  
Remove b m and bin+2 to construct the sequence Gkl - v, Gk2 - v,G~ - v, J2k-, - v as 
given in the proof of Lemma 4.2. By the induction hypothesis J2k-i - v is 3-critical and 
therefore ( J2k - J -v ) -  e is colorable. Thus the graphs (G~-v)-e,  (Gg-v)-e,  (Gk3-v)-e 
and (J2k+l - v) - e are colorable. Since we have chosen v and e arbitrarily the statement 
is proved. [] 
Note that J3 - v is not 3-critical. It is obtained from the Petersen graph by extending 
one vertex to a triangle. I f  v is a vertex of  this triangle then J3 - v contains the 3-critical 
subgraph P - v. 
4.2. Strong snarks 
There are snarks with arbitrary large oddness, cf. [5], and hence these snarks are 
strong. It is also possible to preserve girth. 
Theorem 4.4. There are snarks of arbitrary large oddness and arbitrary large girth 
in,~. 
Proof. Take a Kochol snark K with girth g. It is easy to see that x ' (K -{v ,w}) - -4  
if v and w are vertices of  a part of  K substituting a vertex of  P. (For details of the 
construction of  Kochol snarks see the original paper [18].) 
We may assume that dK(v,w)>>, [~J. Take n>_-3 copies K0 . . . . .  Kn-i of  K -  {v,w}. 
Each of them has six vertices uk,vk,wk, xk,yk,zt, O<<,k<~n-1, of degree 2. Connect 
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these components by adding edges uixi+l, viyi+l, wizi+l, for i = 0 . . . . .  n -  1, where the 
indices are added modulo n. This graph has girth at least g '= min{9, 3 [~J -6  + n} and 
its color number is at least n ~> 3. Hence it is in 5: by Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. 
Indeed if K is cyclically 5-edge connected then these snarks are cyclically 5-edge 
connected. [] 
Therefore 5: is an infinite set. Now we shall show that there are infinitely many 
snarks with oddness 2 in 5:1. Let us denote this class with 5ca*. 
Construction of  snarks o f  5:~. Here we need the following construction of a 3- 
critical graph from two smaller ones. Let Gl and G2 be 3-critical graphs with .ql and 
92 vertices of degree 2, respectively. Let u E VGI be a vertex of degree 2 which is 
adjacent o u~ and uz, and let e=vlv2 be an edge of G2. The Haj6s-union H of G1 
and G2 is obtained by joining G1 - u and G2 - e by new edges ul vl and u2v 2. Then 
H contains gl + 92 - 1 vertices of degree 2 and it is 3-critical, cf. [8]. 
We begin with an observation. Let G ~ be a 3-critical graph with n vertices of de- 
gree 2. Let G be the graph obtained from G r by adding a dangling edge to each of 
the vertices of degree 2. Since G' is 3-critical there is a 4-coloring 7' of G' which 
colors precisely one edge 4, and 7' can be extended to a 4-coloring of G such that no 
dangling edge is colored 4. Let ni denote the number of dangling edges colored i, for 
i = 1,2, 3. Then the following holds true. 
1. I f  n is odd then two of {nl,nz, n3} are even. 
2. I f  n is even then two of {nl,n2,n3} are odd. 
Proof. 1. Since n is odd at least one of {nl,n2,n3) is odd. Assume that all of them are 
odd. Adding one vertex to G and connecting this vertex to three dangling edges which 
are colored with three different colors, and identifying equally colored dangling edges 
yields an uncolorable cubic graph and a 4-coloring 7 of its edges with ]7-1(4)] = 1. 
This contradicts c(G)>~2. Statement 2 can be proved similarly. [] 
Let C~ denote the cycle with vertices v0 . . . . .  V,_l and edges vivi+l ( i=0  .. . . .  n -2 )  
and vn-lvo. Let C, be the graph obtained from C~ by adding a dangling edge to 
vertex vi, i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. For three pairwise different colors a, b, c let (a, b n, c) (n >~ 1 ) 
denote a sequence of consecutive dangling edges J],fi+l . . . . .  Ji+,+2 (addition modulo 
n), where ~ is colored a, J~+l . . . . .  Ji+,+l are colored b, and Ji+,+2 is colored c. 
Theorem 1 of [23] states that every 3-coloring of the dangling edges which avoid 
subsequences of the form (a, b ", a) and n is odd, or of the form (a, b ", c) and n is even, 
can be extended to a 3-coloring of C,. 
Construction (*). Take two 3-critical graphs G/I and G~ with g1~>3 and g2>~3 
vertices of degree 2, respectively. Let Gi be colored such that exactly one edge is 
colored 4, i = 1, 2. Because of the above observation there is a permutation of the dan- 
gling edges of G1 and G2 such that the coloring of these dangling edges is extendable 
to Cy, +y2. Thus the dangling edges of G1 and G2 can be identified with the dangling 
edges of Co,+g 2 such that the colorings of G1 and G2 can be extended to the whole 
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graph and no edge between vertices of C~,+.q 2 is colored 4. Thus c(G)=m(G)=2 and 
G contains the two 3-critical subgraphs G' 1 and G~ having distance at least three in 
G, Therefore, whenever two adjacent vertices v, w are removed from G, at least one 
of these two 3-critical subgraphs i  a subgraph of G-  {v,w}. Thus z ' (G-  {v,w})=4 
and hence G E ,Stl*. 
Using 3-critical graphs with additional properties in this construction yields special 
graphs of ~9~1 *. We shall construct such graphs. 
Theorem 4.5. There are infinitely many cyclically 5-edge-connected snarks with girth 
6 in ~j*. 
Proof. Take three copies j1, j2, j3 of J2k+l- V, k~>3. By Theorem 4.3 they are 3- 
critical, and the distance between any two vertices of degree 2 is ~>4. Let u1,/)2,v 3 be 
the vertices of degree two in all. Let H ~ by the Hajrs-union o f J  I and j2 where t,l is 
removed from j l .  Let H be the Haj6s-union of H' and j3 where v 2 is removed from 
H ~. Then H has seven vertices of degree 2. Application of Construction (*) to two 
copies of H yields a graph with the desired properties. [] 
The smallest graph of 6P1" the author knows has 20 vertices and can be obtained 
by connecting two copies of P -  e. All the snarks constructed in Theorem 4.5 are 
vertex-reducible to a smaller snark. Hence 
Corollary 4.6. A e is a proper subclass of 6el. 
The following corollaries tate some properties of strong snarks. 
Corollary 4.7. Let G C ,~, and F be the vertex set of a path of length smaller than 5. 
Then z ' (G-F )=4.  
Proof. Since a path of length at most 3 does not contain three pairwise nonadjacent 
vertices the statement follows from Theorems 2.7, 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. 
Let F={v l  . . . . .  vs} be the vertex set of a path p of length 4. Then F contains a 
maximum independent set of three vertices, say vl, v3 and vs. Theorem 2.7 implies that 
c(G)----3. Assume that G-F  is colorable, i.e. G-{vl ,v3,vs} is colorable, and hence 
a coloring of G-  {vl, v3, vs} can be extended to a minimal 4-coloring ~b of G. 
Let ~b-1(4) = {el,e2,e3}. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume that {el} =Hi, for i=  1,2,3. 
Since ~b-1(4)N E(G[V(G) -  F] )= 0 it follows that each cycle admitted by an edge of 
q5-1(4) contains a vertex of p, and hence one of these cycles contains an edge of p. 
But Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4 imply that the distance between any two of these cycles is 
at least 2. This is impossible, and therefore z ' (G-  F)---4. [] 
From Theorems 2.8, 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 follows 
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Corollary 4.8. Let G C 5 e, k~<5, and let F be an k-edge cut of  G. Then z'(G - F) =4. 
Corollary 4.9. I f  G is a minimal counter-example to the 5-Flow-Conjecture or to the 
Cycle-Double-Cover-Conjecture th n G E 5~. 
Proofl Jaeger [16] and Huck, Kochol [13] proved ~(G)/>4. Thus the statement follows 
from Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. [] 
4.3. Bases 
In this section we show for lots of snarks that they are vertex-reducible to smaller 
ones. We discuss classes of snarks obtained by a special construction, and classes 
having special properties. First we consider snarks which have cycle separating 4-edge 
cuts. The following theorem is proved in [4,10]. 
Theorem 4.10 ([4, 10]). Let G be a snark with 4-edge cut whose removal eaves com- 
ponents G~l and G~. Then either 
(a) one of Gtl or G~ is not 3-edge-colorable; or 
(b) both G~I and G~2 can be 'extended' to sharks, by adding two vertices to one of  
them and edges to both in such a way that G is their dot product. 
Theorem 4.11. Each G E ~ & cyclically 5-edge connected. 
Proof. Let G E ~.  By Theorem 3.2 G is cyclically 4-edge connected. Thus we have 
to show that every cyclically 4-edge connected snark is vertex-reducible to a smaller 
snark. 
Assume that G has a 4-edge cut whose removal eaves two components G~I and G~. 
If  one of the components i uncolorable then we carry out vertex-reductions in the 
other component to obtain a smaller snark. If  both components are colorable then it 
follows from Theorem 4.10 that G~I and G~ can be extended to snarks G1 and G2 such 
that G= G1-G2. Let G, Gi and G[ ( i=  1,2) be as in the definition of the dot product 
and let u~,uz and Vl,V2 be the other neighbors of u and v in G2, respectively. The 
neighbors of u and of v are not adjacent. We reduce G to the graph 
G' =(G - {u,v}) + {UlU2, VlV2,cd}. 
Now we show that G ~ is a snark. Assume to the contrary it would be colorable. Since 
{aw, bz} is a 2-edge cut of G' it follows from the Parity Lemma that these two edges 
are of the same color. This implies that G~ is colorable, which contradicts the fact that 
Gl is a snark. [] 
By Theorem 3.2 we know G E M~ if and only if it is cyclically 4-edge connected, 
it has girth at least 5 and z t (G-{v ,w})=3 for any two adjacent vertices v,w of G. 
A similar statement is not true for ~. Clearly if G C ~ then zt(G - {v, w}) = 3 for any 
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two vertices v, w of G. But the converse is not true. That is, there are cyclically 5-edge 
connected snarks G such that ) ( (G-  {v ,w})=3 for any two vertices v and w and G 
is vertex-reducible to a smaller snark. Following [19] let us call a snark G bicritical 
if z~(G-  {v ,w})=3 for any two vertices v,w. First we show that there are infinitely 
many bicritical snarks by giving another proof of  Proposition 4.7 of  [19]. 
Theorem 4.12. The flower snarks J2k+l, k >~ 2, are bicritical. 
Proof. Let v, w be two vertices ofJ2k+l, k >~2. From Theorem 4.3 follows that J2k+l - v 
is 3-critical. Thus there is a 4-coloring of  J2k+l -  v which colors precisely one edge 
incident to w with the fourth color. 
Next we extend this result. We consider hypohamiltonian snarks, where a graph G 
is called hypohamiltonian if G is not hamiltonian and G - v is hamiltonian for every 
vertex v of G. 
Theorem 4.13. Each hypohamiltonian s ark is bicritical. 
Proof. Let G be a hypohamiltonian snark and let v, w be two vertices of G. Since 
G-  v is hamiltonian we can color one edge of the Hamilton cycle incident to w with 
color 4, and the other edges of the Hamilton cycle with colors 2 and 3 alternately. 
We color the chordal edges with color 1 to obtain a proper 4-coloring of  G - v. This 
implies a 3-coloring on G-  {v, w} and the statement is proved. [] 
The converse is not true. The Goldberg snarks on 22 vertices are bicritical and 
they are not hypohamiltonian, cf. [7,19]. Fiorini [7] proved that the flower snarks 
J2k+l, k~>2, are hypohamiltonian and mentioned that the double-star snark [14] on 
30 vertices has this property, too. He also constructed an infinite family of  cyclically 
4-edge connected hypohamiltonian snarks by applying the dot product. Therefore all 
snarks of this family are vertex-reducible to smaller snarks by Theorem 4.11. Thus ~l 
is an infinite set and there are bicritical snarks which are not in .~'. In particular the 
following statement is true. 
Corollary 4.14. ~ is a proper subclass of ~l 
For many other snarks it is easy to see that they are vertex-reducible to smaller 
snarks and/or to colorable graphs. For example: The two Blanu~a snarks [2] and the 
Goldberg snarks [10] are in cg. Chetwynd showed that the double star snark D(n,k) 
is a snark if and only if n = 5 and k = 2 or the greatest common divisor of  n and k 
is ~, cf. [24,25]. The latter snarks have an edge cut of size three and therefore they 
are vertex-reducible to a smaller one. We leave it to the reader to find a vertex- 
reduction of  D(5,2) to a snark. On the other hand only D(3,1) and D(5,2) are 
vertex-reducible to a colorable graph. We have c(D(6, 2 ) )= 3, and if k ~> 3 these graphs 
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contain more than three disjoint copies o f  P-v  as induced subgraph. Thus 
c(D(n,k))>~3 and D(n,k)E 6:  in these cases. It is also known, that all snarks o f  order 
between 12 and 28 are vertex-reducible to a snark, see [3]. At the present t ime we do 
not know any other element o f  ~ than the Petersen graph. These results motivate the 
fol lowing conjecture. 
Conjecture.  The Petersen graph & the only snark which & not vertex-reducible to
a smaller snark. 
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